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A

s we look back on the past year,
we are optimistic that the tide
has begun to change for rental
housing. We have seen new
development on the rise and a desire from
the Ford government to collaborate with
industry to reduce barriers and help bring
new supply to market. While we still have a
long road ahead of us to meet increasing
demand, we are confident that with the
right conditions, we can do our part to
serve renters in Ontario.
Recently, Canadians chose forward
with Justin Trudeau’s Liberals successful
re-election under a minority government.
While only time can tell how well this
will serve Canada in a changing global
landscape, we hope to see a continued focus
on the National Housing Strategy. Housing policy
must reflect the needs of both homeowners as
well as those seeking rental accommodations.
Historically, homeownership has been the priority
but with record demand for rental, we must
adapt to ensure all types of housing are
available to those who need it.
In keeping with “Choose Forward”, this
is the time of year we typically give some
thought on the last 12 months and start to

consider our personal and professional
goals for the year ahead. Just as we do
budget planning and performance reviews,
it’s important that we set aside time for selfreflection as well. This is an opportunity for
us to evaluate our achievements, missteps,
areas for improvement or change of
direction. Taking the time to access
ourselves and preparing for the upcoming
year is an exercise that always pays off.
Soon, we all will (I hope) take some time
away from the office as we celebrate the
holidays with our loved ones and though this
is a busy time of the year for most people, be
sure to take some time for yourself. Thank
you for your kind support over the last year
and I wish you all a very Merry Christmas and
Happy Hannukah. Here’s to much success
and happiness in the new year, let’s make this
one the best yet. Happy reading, hope to see
you in 2020.

LYNZI MICHAL
Editor, FE magazine
Director of Membership & Marketing,
FRPO

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

ADVOCATING
FOR MORE SUPPLY
Our mandate continues…

W

ith the first snowfall behind us, the winter season appears to be here. But the fall
was a busy one at FRPO. In October, we hosted our annual U.S. Housing Tour. This
event provides a great opportunity for our members to visit a U.S. city and learn about
a different rental market. This year we travelled to Washington, DC, where we were
welcomed with warm summer weather to take in the rich history of the U.S. Capitol. We are grateful
for the sponsorship of Wyse Meter Solutions, and the support of the Apartment and Office Building
Association of Metropolitan Washington who arranged some amazing properties for us to tour.

TONY IRWIN

President & CEO
FRPO
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Since my last column, FRPO has been quite busy
on the government relations and political front. We
continue to work with the Ontario government as it
finalizes regulations to support Bill 108—More Homes,
More Choice. FRPO is pleased the government’s
Housing Supply Action Plan has taken bold steps to
increase housing supply by making changes to LPAT
that should result in best planning outcomes, reforms to
Development Charges that will provide greater certainty
and transparency and a community planning permit
system to streamline the approval process. We continue
to raise the need for the government to make changes
to the Residential Tenancies Act, and particularly the
Landlord Tenant Board, and we hope those discussions
become more focused over the next few months, with
legislation to follow.
In recent months, we have been reaching out to
Opposition MPPs at Queen’s Park to educate them on
FRPO and discuss issues impacting the rental housing
industry. We had productive discussions with several
NDP MPPs over the summer, including newly appointed
Housing Critic and Deputy Leader Sara Singh (Brampton
Centre); Kevin Yarde (Brampton North); Rima BernsMcGown (Beaches - East York); Jessica Bell (University
- Rosedale); Doly Begum (Scarborough Southwest); and
Tom Racocevic (Humber River - Black Creek). In addition,
FRPO also met with Liberal MPP Kathleen Wynne (Don
Valley West). This work will continue and culminate with
our Queen’s Park Lobby Day on December 9th where
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we look forward to meeting with Hon. Steve Clark,
Minister of Municipal Affairs & Housing, MPP Parm Gill,
Parliamentary Assistant for Housing, and other members
of the legislature from all parties.
The recent federal election has resulted in another
minority government, something we have experienced
twice in recent memory under Stephen Harper and
Paul Martin. During the campaign, almost all political
parties talked about the need to help Canadians buy a
home. But focusing only on home ownership ignores a
huge segment of the population: renters. Canada has
4.6 million rental households according to the 2016
Statistics Canada census – that’s about 32 per cent of
all households in Canada. And the rental population is
growing, while homeownership rates have declined
over the last decade. FRPO will continue to support our
friends at CFAA in advocating for increased supply of
rental housing by urging the Federal government to look
at changes such as allowing rental housing to qualify for
small business tax treatment and eliminating the GST/
HST on rental housing operations. FRPO also supports
increasing the capital cost allowance (CCA) rate and
allowing CRA deductions against other income for
example. These changes would undoubtedly stimulate
new investment in purpose-built rental housing, which
Canadians both want and need.
I encourage all members to get involved and if you
have questions or comments, we’d love to hear from
you. Thank you for your support!

Over 25 Years’ Experience in Renovating
Apartments and Condominiums

General Renovations

Kitchen Renovations

Painting

Cleaning of Units

Plumbing *

Flooring

Bathroom Renovations

Electrical *

Fire and Flood Restoration

Custom Cabinetry

Drywall and Crown Molding

Fencing

* Use a Licenced Plumber and Licenced Electrician (ESA)

www.multitech2000.com

Municipal Licence No. T85-4186258

FRPO UPCOMING EVENTS

UPCOMING
INDUSTRY EVENTS
DEC

04

THE BUILDINGS
SHOW 2019
Dec 4, 2019 8:00am to Dec 6,
2019 4:00pm
Metro Toronto Convention

Centre
The Buildings Show, Dec 4 – 6, 2019, provides
an unforgettable experience as North America’s
largest event for products, services, educational
programming and professional networking
for the design, construction and property
management communities for the past 30 years.
New in 2019, the Show will introduce Buildings
Connect, a dynamic PropTech showcase directly
impacting people, places, properties, portfolios,
energy use and operational efficiencies.
Explore technology innovations and connect
with transformation influencers at Construct
Canada and PM Expo in the South Building and
HomeBuilder & Renovator Expo and World of
Concrete Toronto Pavilion in the North Building.

DEC

2019 MAC AWARDS GALA

Dec 5, 2019 5:00pm to 9:00pm
Metro Toronto Convention
Centre
The MAC Awards Gala is
the most important annual event for our
members and is well attended by rental
housing providers ranging from hands-on
managers to third party management and
holding companies. This event allows us
to recognize excellence in the residential
rental housing industry and to advance
the high standards that the Federation
of Rental-housing Providers of Ontario
aims to promote. This year’s gala will
be held on Thursday, December 5th at
the Metro Toronto Convention Centre in
conjunction with PM Expo and the Buildings
Show. Join us as we honour this year’s “best
in the biz”. We are pleased to announce Mr.
Brit Smith of Homestead Land Holdings as
this year’s Lifetime Achievement recipient.
This prestigious award recognizes Mr. Smith’s
significant contributions to rental housing
in Ontario and the community at large. In
addition, this year’s event will conclude
with our special guest speaker, Mr. Bryan
Baeumler of HGTV’s Island of Bryan.
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JUN

08

CFAA RENTAL HOUSING
CONFERENCE 2020

June 8, 2020 12:00pm to
June 10, 2020 4:00pm
Westin Nova Scotian, Halifax,
Nova Scotia
CFAA-RHC 2020 will take place from
Monday, June 8, to Wednesday, June
10, 2020 at the Westin Nova Scotian in
Halifax, Nova Scotia. CFAA will hold two
days of education sessions on Tuesday
and Wednesday, including sessions
addressing cutting edge issues in areas
such as rental operations, marketing, rental
development, human resources, and the
new government’s directions. Benjamin Tal
will give his Economic Update. Visit
www.CFAA-RHC.ca or sign-up at
events@cfaa-fcapi.org for more information.

JUN

JUL

20
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July 20, 2020 11:00am to
8:00pm
Rattlesnake Point Golf Club,

Milton
The FRPO Charity Golf Classic will be held
on Monday, July 20th at Rattlesnake Point
Golf Club in support of Interval House. This
is an ideal opportunity to network with
others in the industry, enjoy a fun day out
with your team and raise funds for Interval
House. Registration for this event will open
in the spring. Stay tuned for more info.

APARTMENTALIZE 2020

Wednesday, June 17 to
Saturday, June 20, 2020
Boston, Massachusetts
Join us at the NAA’s
Apartmentalize conference in Boston in
2020, and take your career, your company
and the experience your residents receive
to new heights. Achieve greater success
in all three areas by joining us next year at
the apartment housing industry’s premiere
event. Keep an eye on the website for
updated event and registration information.

20

Please check www.frpo.org regularly for newly
added events.

GET SOCIAL WITH FRPO
@FRPOFACTS
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FRPO CHARITY
GOLF CLASSIC

Empowered
lenders
make powerful
borrowers
It’s about getting to know you, your business
and your goals so that our advice is grounded
and specific.
It’s about freely sharing our predictive tools
and market insights to add another dimension
to your planning.
It’s about employing experienced experts
who have the authority to innovate and act quickly.
It’s about developing financing strategies –
conventional and insured – that give you
the best ROI.
It’s about actively lending with confidence
in all market conditions and across a range
of property assets.
Most important, it’s about empowering you
with smart risk solutions so that your future
is more lucrative than your past.

1.800.465.0039 | www.firstnational.ca
Jeremy Wedgbury
Senior Vice President, Commercial Mortgages
Michael Williams
Regional Vice President, Commercial Financing, Quebec
Michael Yeung
Regional Vice President, Commercial Financing,
British Columbia

Ontario Mortgage Brokerage License No.10514

FEATURE

Proudly Sponsored by

FRPO HEADS TO

WASHINGTON
Highlights from this year’s housing tour
BY LYNZI MICHAL, DIRECTOR OF MEMBERSHIP & MARKETING

R

ecently, 40 FRPO members
took part in FRPO’s annual US
Housing Tour in Washington,
DC. Sponsored by Wyse
Meter Solutions Inc, this event was
held October 2nd & 3rd and included
a networking event as well as a full
day property tour. This tour has been a
popular event for eight years now and
gives attendees the opportunity to learn
about the latest trends and experiences
in the local market.
This event was planned in conjunction
with the Apartment and Office Building
Association of Metropolitan Washington
(AOBA) and the National Apartment
Association (NAA). According to CBRE,
the Mid-Atlantic region has been
experiencing record levels of investment
over the last year and multifamily
investment is set to exceed $8.3 billion
in transactions. Market trends include
global capital, value-add investment,
affordable housing initiatives and an
amenities war. This region is expected
to experience robust growth with the
introduction of Amazon’s HQ2 in nearby
Virginia which will create almost 38,000
high paying jobs by 2034.
The Washington, DC area has had
34,331 units come to market since
2017 and ranked third for completions
nationally. There are another 16,500
units currently under construction
with the current vacancy rate sitting
at 6.3%. CBRE has identified several
10
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The housing tour included a stop at the following properties:
URBAN INVESTMENT PLANNERS (UIP)
Carver & Slowe Hall – Carver & Slowe Hall are 3-storey
properties which were primarily used as dormitories
for Howard University students. Built in 1942 by the US
government and used to house military personnel, the
residential property backs up to the Park at LeDroit and offers
residents the tranquil feel of a quiet neighbourhood as well
as close proximity to high end restaurants and shopping. UIP
has converted the properties into 162 rental apartments in a
neighbourhood where there are no multifamily buildings that
exceed five apartments.

advantages in this market including a
stable economy, educated workforce,
high household income, opportunity
zones in developing neighbourhoods,
relative affordability as well as the best
public transportation system in the US.
Investors and developers may however
be challenged by an already substantial
pipeline, affordable housing constraints
and construction costs.
This year’s property stops included
four unique communities in the downtown
area. Several conversion projects were
toured including two former college
dormitories and a historical property
that once served as a hospital. We also
visited two new developments in the
riverfront area which has undergone
much revitalization as well as a Leed
Platinum-certified community in an
evolving neighbourhood.
This event was made possible with
assistance from AOBA and NAA and we
are very appreciative of their support
especially that provided by Jeanne
Clarke and Pascha Steward. We also
wish to thank our property hosts; Urban
Investment Planners, Bozzuto Group,
WC Smith and Borger Management for
their kind hospitality as well as CBRE and
Yalda Ghamarian for providing us with
their market insights and reports. Lastly,
thank you to Wyse Meter Solutions for
their generous support of this event.

BOZZUTO/CIM GROUP
Trellis House – Energized by a vibrant, evolving
neighbourhood, Trellis House is an urban oasis that provides
sanctuary when you need it—and a convenient jumping off
point when life, and the city, beckon. Designed to encourage
a sense of community and foster resident wellbeing, the LEED
Platinum-certified Trellis House is lively with shared spaces
rich with amenities that make it possible to live your best life,
whether that means plugging into the fiber-optic internet,
practicing yoga at our onsite studio, or breathing easy in the
rooftop hydroponic garden.
WC SMITH
The Collective – Sitting between Capitol Riverfront and Capitol
Hill gives the Collective’s residents prime access to the best of
everything this city has to offer. At the epicenter of opportunity
and accessibility, The Collective luxury apartment homes
offers three distinct lifestyle options and limitless amenities.
Coming out of the ground in three phases, The Collective
promises to take luxury apartment living to a new level.
Regardless of which of The Collective’s three buildings you
choose to live in, as a renter you will have access to all the
amenities in all three buildings. 
BORGER MANAGEMENT
700 Constitution – Welcome to 700 Constitution, Capitol
Hill’s newest luxury apartment community. The perfect blend
of historic charm and sleek finishes that boast masterfully
designed floorplans with Capitol views and over-sized
windows, high ceilings, and world class amenities. Residents
can relax on their new rooftop terrace with unobstructed views
of the nation’s Capitol and the Washington Monument or mingle
in iconic Stanton Park.
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RISKS
AND
OPPORTUNITIES
Moving forward with the renewed federal government
BY JOHN DICKIE, PRESIDENT, CANADIAN FEDERATION OF APARTMENT ASSOCIATIONS

W

ith the result of the recent
federal election in mind,
now is a good time to look
at risks and opportunities
we face with the renewed federal
government.
The election result is not within our
control. Landlords do not vote as a block,
and many issues are also important
to different landlords, which pull us in
different directions. For CFAA and the
industry, it is a given that the NDP now has
significant influence over some federal
government decisions, depending on
what the NDP wants to address and what
the Liberals are willing to move on.
The NDP’s influence is less than it
could have become because, on any
issue, the renewed government needs
the support of only one of the NDP, the
12
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Bloc or the Conservatives. However, the
NDP is the natural partner for the Liberal
government.
WHAT NEW ISSUES WE FACE
Even before the election, the federal
government was back into housing
in a big way. The National Housing
Strategy is directing the application
of $50 billion over 10 years to various
housing initiatives, including incentives
to build private rental housing with an
affordability component (50,000 units),
money for community housing repairs
and construction (100,000 new units),
and the Canada Housing Benefit.
In their election platform, for the same
time period, the NDP promised 500,000
units of affordable housing without
specifying the split between community

housing and private market affordable
housing. The NDP also promised to double
the maximum amount paid in housing
benefits and to increase the number of
households helped by two-thirds.
Due to the influence of the NDP, there
may be more money for housing, and the
allocation of the funding may change. How
that money is spent will have an important
impact on the rents landlords can charge.
Some Ontario readers may remember
that, under the NDP provincial government,
the early 1990s saw a flood of social
housing construction. The mid-1990s saw a
recession and then welfare cuts. For several
years, rents did not rise, and often fell.
Then, for the next 15 years, the federal
government reduced its involvement in
housing, and the province cut back on
social housing construction. With little

new social housing, economic growth
and population shifts, rental demand
picked up. Rents have risen, despite the
cutbacks on social assistance payments
in real dollar terms.
The general economy is largely a given
to the rental industry, but housing policy
is something we can influence, which
affects us significantly. As an industry,
we prefer direct financial assistance
to tenants over community housing
construction. However, for everyone’s
sake, we want suitable action taken on
the housing crisis Canadians face in
many centres.
A second major issue is taxation. The
NDP is also in favour of tax increases on
the rich, and that meme plays well with
some members of the voting public. CFAA
needs to be vigilant to seek to head off
tax changes, which would have a negative
effect on rental housing providers, and thus
on rental housing supply.
A third issue that could use more
attention is the energy subsidy or
regulation programs that the government
is moving forward with to address climate
change. High-rises received attention
through Tower Renewal programs,

and now the government is turning
to facilitate low-rise building retrofits.
Program design matters, and resources
permitting, CFAA can play a major role
in encouraging good program design,
and
minimizing
counter-productive
requirements.
HOW WE TAKE ACTION
How the rental housing industry seeks to
advance our interests deserves attention
too. We do not get very far with arguments
that government actions hurt landlords.
Instead, the arguments that work most
often are that a particular action hurts
tenants by reducing rental supply, and
decreasing incentives to maintain and
upgrade buildings.
For the best results, we need to
approach the right people, at the right
times, with the right policy arguments, and
with back-up for the policy arguments. All
of that takes time, knowledge and skill.
There are other players too, both
opponents and potential allies. Our
influence is stronger or less strong
depending on general political forces,
and how skillfully we take political action.
CFAA
recently
expanded
our

government relations work by engaging
Capital Hill Group (CHG) to help with
the timing, connections and messaging.
CHG is well-connected with all three key
federal parties, and can also work with
the Bloc, if that proves to be advisable.
The CHG work is even more necessary
now that the rental industry needs to
engage with three or four parties, rather
than just two.
To maintain and increase that key
effort, CFAA has expanded our direct
landlord membership program. While
CFAA’s member associations remain
very important and influential within the
Federation, CFAA needs to communicate
directly with major rental providers, and
to receive direct membership dues to
fund the increased government relations
and members services we are now
providing.
For more information about the CFAA
direct landlord membership program
visit www.cfaa-fcapi.org or email admin@
cfaa-fcapi.org. If you are a rental housing
provider, it is in your interest to support
CFAA in addressing the new challenges
and opportunities the industry faces at
the federal level.
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CFAA RENTAL HOUSING
CONFERENCE 2020
CFAA’s next rental housing conference will take place in Halifax from June 8
to 10, 2020. Join CFAA and your colleagues at the Westin Nova Scotian for
an unparalleled two days of education, networking, events, CFAA’s 5th Annual
Rental Housing Awards Dinner and the famous East Coast hospitality.
The education sessions on Tuesday and Wednesday will address cutting
edge issues in areas such as rental operations, marketing, rental development,
human resources, and the new government’s directions. Benjamin Tal will give
his Economic Update.
Check www.CFAA-RHC.ca or sign-up at events@cfaa-fcapi.org for more
information.
If you’d like to share input regarding session topics or speakers, or help
to organize or moderate one or more of the sessions, please contact us at:
speakers@cfaa-fcapi.org.

As FRPO Chair Margaret Herd has
said: “Park Properties operates only
in the Greater Toronto Area. However,
we recognize that our operations and
returns are substantially affected by
the governments and laws of the City
of Toronto, the Province of Ontario and
Canada. Every rental provider in Canada
has a stake in what CFAA can achieve
in lobbying the federal government.
That is why Park Properties supports
CFAA through a direct membership in
CFAA. That is why I urge you and your
organization to do the same. The value
proposition is there in spades.”
CFAA also engages with rental
housing suppliers through membership
in the CFAA Suppliers Council. Supplier
support is also very helpful to make
the rental industry stronger and more
profitable for everyone involved.
The Federation of Rental-housing Providers of
Ontario is a founding member of the Canadian
Federation of Apartment Associations, the
sole national organization representing the
interests of Canada’s $480 billion rental
housing industry, which houses more than
nine million Canadians.

ARE YOU CONTEMPLATING THE SALE OF
YOUR APARTMENT PROPERTY?
Consider the following:
• Who will represent your best interest?
• Who will give your property maximum exposure?
• Who will deliver the highest value for your property?

CBRE Limited, Real Estate Brokerage
National Apartment Group – Toronto

DAVID MONTRESSOR**
Executive Vice President
(416) 815-2332
david.montressor@cbre.com
** SALES REPRESENTATIVE

With over 25 years of experience, tens of thousands of units sold, and hundreds of clients
represented, we have consistently delivered superior results. Through our local and national
coverage, we create maximum exposure, ensuring maximum value for your property.
* ADJUSTED FOR CAPITAL EXPENDITURES

$116,000,000*
33 & 77 Falby Court
Ajax, ON
422 Suites - $274,882 Per Suite

$61,000,000*
25 Cougar Court
Toronto, ON
236 Suites - $258,475 Per Suite

$30,049,508*
16 Towering Heights Boulevard
St Catharines, ON
135 Suites - $222,589 Per Suite

$7,350,000*
55 Forty Second Street
Etobicoke, ON
26 Suites - $282,692 Per Suite

This disclaimer shall apply to CBRE Limited, Real Estate Brokerage, and to all other divisions of the Corporation (“CBRE”). The information set out herein, including, without limitation, any projections, images, opinions, assumptions and estimates obtained from third parties (the “Information”) has not been verified by CBRE, and CBRE does not
represent, warrant or guarantee the accuracy, correctness and completeness of the Information. CBRE does not accept or assume any responsibility or liability, direct or consequential, for the Information or the recipient’s reliance upon the Information. The recipient of the Information should take such steps as the recipient may deem necessary
to verify the Information prior to placing any reliance upon the Information. The Information may change and any property described in the Information may be withdrawn from the market at any time without notice or obligation to the recipient from CBRE. CBRE and the CBRE logo are the service marks of CBRE Limited and/or its affiliated or
related companies in other countries. All other marks displayed on this document are the property of their respective owners. All Rights Reserved.
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MARKETING
TO THE

MODERN
RENTER
Sophisticated solutions that work
BY JACKY HILL

16
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T

he world of real estate has evolved significantly
in the last 10 years, and with it, so has the way we
market to new residents

As rental housing providers, part of the job is to continually adapt to new
technology, new behavioural patterns, and the shifting demographics
that make up the market. Multi-platform, multiple touch points and
outreach should be part of every strategy. Current tactics, which
include print, digital campaigns and multiple ILS distribution, need
complementary thinking and ideas. So what’s new? And what
works?
CONTENT IS KING
Today content is everything and everywhere. You need to
entice your audience. You need to inspire them, appeal to their
logic but also excite them and connect on an authentic and
emotional level.
It’s all about meaningful engagement and encouraging your
residents and audience to share content they like, whether it’s
an article, a photo, or a video on social media. Content creates
and builds trust, and gives your audience insight into your
brand. Remember to distribute widely.
AI
AI, or Artificial Intelligence, is becoming more popular and more
sophisticated every day. It makes data analysis more efficient;
can target potential leads rapidly; and save you time and money.
Think about the many times you’ve received a recommendation
online based on your past behaviour – for example, your Netflix
recommendations. AI can monitor consumers’ online patterns
and help sellers understand their behaviour in real time. AI can
also create a better understanding of what creative or messaging
connects and what doesn’t. Does your potential resident respond
more favourably to your amenity photos or to the suite interiors?
Learning what your consumer likes can help lay the foundation
for your messaging, your creative, and your building’s tone and
personality.
VIDEO, THE ART OF STORYBOARDING AND VERTICAL
FORMATTING
The right video strategy in this day and age is critical. People watch
countless hours of video every day, and YouTube is the largest
search engine in the world right after Google. Whether it’s on
Facebook, Instagram or another platform, video is everywhere, and
shared regularly.

Always start with a story board, and make sure your content
is professionally produced. At the same time, be sure your
video feels authentic and that the message resonates. Show
your human side; after all we’re connecting with real people
who will one day live in our buildings. The video should also
inform them about the neighbourhoods and amenities that
they will have access to.
Consider the formatting of your video: no one likes to crank
their necks to watch sideways. Instagram – one of the world’s
most popular social media platforms at the moment – launched
IGTV, which allows for longer content and for watching videos
in vertical mode.
SOPHISTICATED DEMOGRAPHIC TOOLS
Demographic targeting is becoming more sophisticated, and there
are new tools that can help you identify more than just income,
age and sex. Behaviour targeting and marketing by identifying
habits and trending hyper-targets your new residents and delivers
you a more qualified tenant. Work with a partner that has access to
multiple data sources and uses sophisticated geo-targetting tools
to target these candidates.
INFLUENCERS
Influencer marketing is a classic social media strategy, but who are
the new influencers? They are beginning to change. No longer just
celebrities, these new influencers are consumers—real people,
neighborhood gurus, fitness coaches, and editors that connect
people with what they like. Understand your audience and adjust
your influencer marketing strategy according to who your target
tenant is likely to respond to.
NARROW IN AND FOCUS
Geo-targetting no longer needs to be a broad 1 KM circle,
there are new tools like geo-fencing and “geo-snapping” that
surgically identify your target audience and POI (points or
interest) that they would frequent, helping you find your new
resident more efficiently.
Yesterday we called it advertising, today it’s marketing,
tomorrow is more exciting than ever to connect, to engage
and to resonate with your audience.
Jacky Hill is Chief Revenue Officer of NextHome. During her 25-year
tenure in real estate, Jacky was awarded a Riley Brethour Award from
the Building Industry and Land Development Association and was
recognized as Sales and Marketing Person of the Year by the Ontario
Home Builders’ Association. NextHome offers integrated multimedia
strategies that are customized for the real estate industry. For over
25 years, our team of real estate experts has been providing unique
marketing solutions that achieve powerful results.
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HIGH-IMPACT

SOLUTIONS
Products that make every room and unit more desirable
BY KIEL MENICK AND LAYNE DUGGER

F

looring and coatings make the biggest
impact on how a resident perceives a
space. For these areas, it is important to
look for products that can stand up to
the high levels of wear. This includes, choosing
products with the latest technologies that can
reduce the need for frequent repaints or flooring
replacement, as well as ensure a property’s
aesthetic appeal for years to come. Builders
and property managers should start the
selection process by thinking about how rooms
18
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will be used, and the expected performance
throughout the space.
Here are some important features to look at
when selecting coatings and flooring:
THE KITCHEN
Kitchens are often the go-to hub for social
gatherings. For these areas, select a highergloss finish or a technologically advanced
washable flat that can be frequently cleaned
while maintaining a uniform appearance. For the

walls, look for coatings that resist food splatters,
wash easily and resist high moisture levels.
Additionally, consider a coating that features
Odor Eliminating Technology, which helps
reduce ambient odors of organic origin, like
tough, lingering odors from cooking, smoke
and pets. This technology can reduce
common indoor odors, helping rooms stay
fresh for longer.
Choose a waterproof, resilient flooring for
a cost-effective, attractive solution to spills

FEATURE

a popular choice, a shortage of qualified tile
installers, installation time and cost can be
deterrents. Instead, consider a waterproof
luxury vinyl tile (LVT); which provides
water resistance and durability, and its
natural stone and hardwood visuals can
be coordinated with other elements of the
overall design scheme. Easing labor needs
and expenses, LVT can be installed five
times faster than traditional ceramic.
For bathrooms, pick a coating that provides
high levels of resistance to moisture and waterspotting, and a paint formula with antimicrobial
agents, which inhibits the growth of mold and
mildew that cause bacterial odors. Applying the
right product in the bathroom can also mean a
faster return to service and fewer repaints.

and accidents. Use a luxury vinyl plank
(LVP) to create a hardwood look that will
flow seamlessly into the living room. For
durability, look for a product with a high wear
layer and PSI. A product with an enhanced
finish is up to five times more durable than
one with a typical urethane surface.
THE BATHROOM
Water and mildew resistance are key attributes
when specifying for a bathroom. While tile is

THE BEDROOM
Owners and residents will sleep easy with
the right product specifications that can
create a desired refuge, and air quality
has continued to grow in importance
to residents. This can be achieved
selecting coatings with GREENGUARD
GOLD Certification. These products are
certified to GREENGUARD standards
for low chemical emissions into indoor
air during product usage. (For more
information, visit ul.com/gg.) For instance,
a coating with zero Volatile Organic
Compounds (VOCs) or one that meets the
most stringent VOC regulations. Another
innovation is Formaldehyde Reducing
Technology, which helps promote better
indoor air quality by reducing airborne
concentrations of formaldehyde and
other aldehydes.
This technology helps reduce the levels
of these VOCs from potential sources like
insulation, carpet, cabinets, fabrics and other
building materials. For children’s bedrooms,
consider coatings that are highly washable with

stain-blocking properties, as well as resistance
to marks and burnishing.
Hard-surface products are trending
throughout the home, but carpet is still
popular in bedrooms. It is important to choose
a single-source flooring provider to ensure
hard- and soft-surface products are designed
to coordinate. Bedroom carpeting should be
stylish and provide comfort while also delivering
the durability needed for a multifamily unit.
New fiber innovations provide high-level
durability and cleanability without sacrificing
style or softness, ideal for homes with pets or
kids. A high-performance fiber system makes
it possible to offer carpet without worrying
about stains from pet mess and wear, which
often call for frequent replacement when
a less-than-durable carpet is installed. Or,
property managers can consider a modular
soft surface option, which can offer quick,
cost-effective replacement with high style
from installation patterns like herringbone
or basketweave.
Paint and flooring technologies have
come a long way in offering solutions for
residential properties. Selecting the right
product can have a significant impact on
the performance and aesthetics of the
property, but most importantly, on resident
satisfaction.
Considering the space’s uses and the needs
of residents will add value and attract and retain
residents. And coatings that apply, hide and
touch up easily will save time and money.
When preparing to make selections in a
space, remember useful digital resources
to make more confident color and flooring
decisions. The SoundAdvisor™ website
provides the ability to hear the Impact Insulation
Class (IIC) test for various floor assembly and
flooring combinations and tools like ColorSnap®
Visualizer tap into virtual reality in order to
visualize colors before applying paint.

For more than 150 years, Sherwin-Williams has been an industry leader in the development of
technologically advanced paint and coatings. As the nation’s largest specialty retailer of paint and
painting supplies, Sherwin-Williams is dedicated to supporting both do-it-yourselfers and painting
professionals with exceptional and exclusive products, resources to make confident color selections and
expert, personalized service at its more than 4,300 neighborhood stores across North America.
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ACTING ON
BEHALF OF

OWNERS
Professional management companies add significant
value to investment properties

BY BIANCA ROTH, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER OF NORTH EDGE PROPERTIES LTD.
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P

oorly maintained rental buildings can result in numerous headaches for owners, from unforeseen repair costs to
dissatisfied tenants, long vacancy cycles and declining property values. Enter the professional management company:
acting on behalf of owners, the company has the expertise to detect and remedy maintenance issues early on in view of
increasing an investment property’s profitability.

Learn how hiring a property manager can save
you time and money while enhancing the value
of your investment.
EFFECTIVE PROPERTY MARKETING
Marketing is an essential tool for attracting
potential tenants to a rental property, whether
a single unit or a multi-unit residential building.
A reputable management company has the
contacts and knows the right context to market
the property effectively and efficiently. Gone
are the days of poor listing images or no images
at all. Professional, high quality images are a
must, along with virtual tours and other digital
tools. Imagery needs to be accompanied by
well-worded descriptions, clearly outlining the
unit’s positive attributes. This might include:
Square footage, number of bedrooms and
bathrooms, and key features, such as natural
light or city or water views. It should also indicate
what’s included in the rental price (such as air
conditioning, heat or water) and any common
elements (such as a pool or gym) that are available
for the tenant’s enjoyment. Posting the rental unit
on the Multiple Listings Service (MLS) and other
rental search engines can extend its reach. A
property manager will mitigate owner stress by
taking the reins when it comes to marketing the
property and will ensure it stands out in a busy
rental market.

for screening prospective tenants. They may
conduct checks on employment, income, credit
scores, criminal history, and seek out references
from past landlords or current employers to
establish their credibility and reliability, including
their ability to pay rent on time and maintain their
unit in a clean, livable condition. Management
companies also facilitate all aspects of lease
administration, from arranging apartment visits for
a vacant or soon to be vacated unit, to preparing
lease and renewal documents, collecting rent
deposit and reconciling annual rental increases
to lease terms. They are also responsible for
addressing the tenant’s maintenance and repair
requests in a timely manner. The benefits are
twofold: It ensures the tenant remains comfortable
in the unit while maintaining or enhancing the
property’s value. By acting in the best interest of
the owner and the tenant, and communicating in
a timely, professional manner, property managers
can shorten vacancy cycles and increase tenant
retention and satisfaction.
BUDGET MANAGEMENT

inspections and rent collections, as legally
required. Managers can help to set a budget for
the year and assist in deciding where to direct
capital funds – for instance, they may suggest
allocating a portion to making unit improvements
or set aside an emergency fund. What’s more,
property managers often help owners during tax
season by filing property taxes and applying for
suitable deductions.
KNOWLEDGE OF LANDLORD-TENANT
LAWS
It’s vital that owners understand their legal
responsibilities and obligations to their tenants
– otherwise, legal issues may crop up
unexpectedly, which are often costly and timeconsuming. A qualified property manager
has experience dealing with landlord-tenant
laws and will be up-to-date on new rules
and regulations, from how to handle tenant
disputes to evictions and lease terminations,
ensuring owners are legally compliant
throughout. In addition, it’s critical to have a
clear contract between the building owner
and property manager, which defines the
legal responsibilities of each party. A standard
agreement should include: Clearly outlined
services and fees; the contract duration;
responsibilities of the property manager (such
as reporting annual budgets and reviewing
property taxes) and the owner (such as
establishing a reserve fund and securing
property insurance).

TENANT SCREENING AND LEASE
FACILITATION

Property managers are responsible for budget
management and keeping detailed financial
records, including all income and expenses,
maintenance and repair requests, and insurance
costs. Concise financial records help property
managers maintain monthly budgets, uncover
cost-savings, and gives owners a clear indication
of where their money is being allocated. They
should also have records for building or unit

Similarly, attention to detail is necessary when
selecting a tenant. Landlords often say that
finding responsible tenants is a key concern.
Property managers can establish suitable criteria

North Edge Properties Ltd. is a premier property management company serving the greater Toronto
area since the 1950s, with a commitment to create vertical communities that are safe and enjoyable for
residents.
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EASY

NAVIGATION
Website accessibility and your senior audience
BY KELLEIGH SEDATE

T

he World Wide Web Consortium
defines
website
accessibility
to mean the inclusive practice
of design and development so
that people with disabilities can perceive,
understand, navigate and interact with and
contribute to the web. In 2019, the web has
become an indispensable part of our day-today lives, underscoring the importance of why
we need to do our best in making the web
accessible to all users including seniors.
It is assumed that web accessibility is
really just for people with disabilities, but

that’s a common misconception. In reality,
improving web accessibility for people
with disabilities improves everyone’s
experience. Specifically looking at a senior
audience, we need to be sure to make
adjustments for their vision, physical ability,
hearing and cognitive ability.
As we age, our vision declines, making
it more difficult to read and see images
on a website. Our dexterity decreases
making it difficult to tap and click buttons
and links accurately. We experience more
trouble hearing, changing the experience

of watching a video online. Our cognitive
ability changes, we might have a harder
time concentrating, have difficulty following
navigation and finding information on a
website. And we become more easily
overwhelmed by pop-ups, automatically
rotating image carousels and webpages
overloaded with content.
With a few design tweaks, you can tackle
some of these obstacles on your website to
make it more friendly towards your senior
users. Here’s a quick guide to get you
started:

GETTING STARTED WITH WEB ACCESSIBILITY

1.

TEXT
Ensure you are using a font that is readable. When in
doubt, stick to a popular sans serif webfont such as Arial,
Helvetica, Open Sans or similar.
Make sure you choose a text colour that contrasts well
with the background. There are a few websites that can
help you check, such as Accessible Colours.
Avoid putting text in images. If you do, make sure to
put a solid colour behind the text and include the text in
the image’s html alt-img tag, which will be read by screen
readers.
Avoid long paragraphs and large chunks of italic text as
these can be hard to follow.
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2.

BUTTONS
Be sure that buttons and links are clearly marked. Links should always
include an underline even if they are a different colour, to make them
more clearly identifiable.
Avoid putting buttons and links too close together. Tapping and
clicking is less accurate for seniors and we don’t want them landing on
the wrong page by mistake as it could be difficult for them to find their
way back.
Make sure it is easy to understand what a button or link will do, or
where it will go.
Use text instead of icons for buttons.

3.

VIDEO AND ANIMATIONS
Do not have videos automatically play on your webpage or
allow content to auto-rotate. This includes image carousels. Let
users click through images at their own pace.
Include closed captions on your videos so seniors can read
what is being said.

4.

NAVIGATION AND ORGANIZATION
Make sure your main navigation is easy to follow and content is
easy to find.
Be sure that users can follow where they are as they click through
pages. Breadcrumbs at the top of the page can help.
Make sure the content on your page is well organized so users can
find what they are looking for.
Avoid excessive amounts of information, keep your webpages
simple to avoid distraction and confusion.

Originally published in Property Management Insider
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THE PERSONAL TOUCH

IN LEASING
Is there an app for that?
BY SHERYL ERENBERG

L

et’s face it: technology makes our lives easier. With today’s great businessgeared apps, it’s so easy to rely on technology to do a lot of the heavy lifting
in the rental office. After all, online registration lists with auto-response,
online appointments with confirmation via text messages, floor plan and
elevation touch screens, follow up-eblasts and exit surveys are huge time-savers.
Little wonder they’re a hit with today’s leasing professionals.

BEFORE THE APPOINTMENT
1. Prequalify your prospect over the
phone, prior to the appointment. Use the
opportunity to make a personal connection
by offering directions, parking tips, and
confirming what they can expect at the
appointment.

But let’s not forget that selling is about connecting. And no matter how brilliant it is, technology alone
doesn’t sell as well as people do. So how do we bring a bit of the human touch back into the leasing
process? There are a lot of simple ways to do this throughout the leasing pitch – and these can all
happily co-exist alongside today’s tech.

2. Ask a few pointed questions to help guide
your showing. Do they have pets, children,
commute to work? Are they into exercise
or entertaining? Make a list of all amenities
relevant to them.
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AFTER THE APPOINTMENT
9. Make your follow up stand out. Instead of getting lost in the
hundreds of emails in their inbox, send a short, handwritten note.
(This is especially effective with the older demographic). Reiterate
a tidbit they shared when you met, along with details of one of the
suites they toured. This is a great place to acknowledge that you
recognize deciding where to live is a big decision; offer them a second
opportunity to tour. You can never over-service a prospect.
Technology is here to stay, and it’s only going to become more prevalent
in the way we do business. When used properly, it can help increase
efficiency and yes, even help advance the sales cycle. The trick is
knowing how to use technology without hiding behind it. Replace some
of that screen time with face-to-face time and see just how far your
success can go.

3. Jot down what the prospect tells you, so you can repeat their ask
when they arrive. This will reinforce that you were listening to what they
were saying.
WHEN PROSPECT ARRIVES
4. Establish a connection as soon as they arrive, by greeting them
by name and introducing yourself. Treat the meeting as if you were
receiving them in your home: offer a beverage, and a seat to make them
feel comfortable. Take a moment to review their preferences before
showing them any suites.
5. When showing a model or vacant suite, use their name frequently. If
you are challenged with remembering names, bring their guest card or
a notebook with you. This will be useful for jotting down their comments
and preferences as they tour.
6. Tailor your presentation to your prospect’s profile. You will have
gathered intel about things like pets, children, exercising, and work
commutes from your initial phone call. So don’t waste time showing the
dog run to people who don’t have dogs; don’t talk about schools and
daycare to couples without children. Show the fitness room to those
prospects who exercise, and the nearby bus stop or subway entrance
to those people who commute to work.

Sheryl Erenberg and Associates are marketing consultants to the rental
industry specializing in lease-up of new, purpose built rentals.

Transform
Build
Innovate
Transform How
You do Business
Build New
Relationships
Innovate the
Way You Work

7. Be an active listener. Psychologists do this all the time: repeat back
what they have said in different words; this shows that you are listening
and understanding what they are saying.
8. Pay attention to your prospect’s preferred method of
communication. If their initial contact was by email, they are likely
time-pressed, so set up the appointment via email rather than asking
them to call you. Note that most seniors are more likely to prefer a
phone call over email. When in doubt, ask how your prospect prefers
you to follow up.

December 4 - 6, 2019
Metro Toronto Convention Centre

thebuildingsshow.com
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MORE

CHOICE NOW
The government needs to step up for renters
BY LYNZI MICHAL

“
T

his federal election, all parties were eager to help
Canadians buy a home. But in the new Parliament, if MPs
concerned about housing affordability focus only on
home ownership, they will be ignoring a huge segment of
the population: renters.
Canada has 4.6 million rental households according to the
2016 Statistics Canada census – that’s about 32 per cent of all
households in Canada. And the rental population is growing, while
homeownership rates have declined over the last decade.
Too often, the perception is that rental is the housing option of last
resort – if you rent, it must be because you can’t afford a home. But the
reasons for renting, and the demographics of renters, are changing.
Today, renters are people from all income brackets, and they
rent for different reasons. Young people who don’t want to own,
preferring an urban lifestyle and the flexibility to move easily and
affordably. Seniors who are downsizing and want to be closer to
amenities or their children. Canadians of all ages in urban centres
whose incomes are high enough to buy, but who would rather
invest in their retirement portfolio or life experiences. And, of
course, those who can’t afford to buy, who also deserve quality
housing choices.
The federal parties had very little on offer for renters in the lead
up to the election. Now that the Liberals have won a strong minority,
they will likely implement their pre-election National Housing
Strategy. While the ten-year, $55 billion Strategy has many positive
elements, most are targeted to ownership housing.
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If we are going to make a dent in the
rental housing supply gap, then we
need sustained, strategic policies
around rental housing at all three levels
of government to stimulate further
rental housing construction.

”

There is a welcome proposal to provide low-cost financing for
40,000 new rental construction units that meet certain tests. However,
this approach falls short because of its narrow focus on financing tied
to specific incentives for a limited number of rental units, instead of
increasing the supply of rental housing more broadly.
There are real solutions at hand for the federal government to help
grow the supply of rental housing, an option Canadians want and need.
A newly elected federal government should look at changes such as
allowing rental housing to qualify for small business tax treatment, and
eliminating the GST/HST on rental housing operations.
Perhaps the biggest single stimulus to new investment in
purpose-built rental housing would be reform of the taxes on
rental housing. Increasing the capital cost allowance (CCA) rate
for rentals and allowing CCA deductions against other income
are just two examples.
Not every MP, new or re-elected, appreciates the nuances of tax
policies’ impact on rental housing. But they can all understand that if
demand is growing and policies don’t allow for and promote new supply,
renters will be much worse off.
If we are going to make a dent in the rental housing supply gap, then
we need sustained, strategic policies around rental housing at all three
levels of government to stimulate further rental housing construction.
Quick action by the new federal government can get everyone moving
in the right direction.
Visit www.rent-on.ca or join the conversation on social media using the hashtag
#rentON.

DO YOU KNOW HOW MUCH
YOUR WATER LEAKAGE
IS COSTING YOU?

WATER USAGE

OUR WATER RETROFIT OFFERS POTENTIAL 25% SAVINGS
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savings
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Our science, your savings.
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With 40 years of experience in building

Our water recommissioning program offers great

solutions, Watershed can help you maintain

savings, fast payback, and ongoing monitoring to

long-term control of your water costs. We use

continue saving you money.

hourly monitoring to easily identify conservation
opportunities, and keep ahead of your leaks.

TO LEARN MORE, CALL US OR VISIT WATERSHED.CA

CANNABIS
LEGISLATION
A LOOK BACK AT YEAR ONE
BY JOE HOFFER

A

hot rental market and low
financing rates have fuelled
an influx of investment into an
aging housing stock. These
factors, in conjunction with the loss of
the post-1991 rent control exemption,
has spurred a large volume of Above
Guideline Rent Increase applications
(“AGIs”), where investors attempt to
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recoup a portion of their capital outlay
through rent increases.
Prior to implementation of the
legalization of cannabis, there was
some apprehension by the multi - res
industr y about the impac t it would have
on por t folio operations. Concerns
about cultivation and consumption
by tenant s, as well as consumption

by employees, were well founded
and most informed industr y members
ac ted
pro -ac tively
to
introduce
preventative policies and rules well
before the cannabis legislation took
ef fec t . Now that a year has passed,
we have the advantage of hindsight
and the experience to assess the
ef fec tiveness of our strategies.

small LANDLORD
BIG problems

“

LTB decisions have held that smoking itself may constitute grounds for termination
of tenancies in circumstances where the tenant’s smoking results in complaints
from neighbouring tenants.

In terms of proactive strategies,
most professional industry members
implemented “Rules” under the terms
of “sitting tenant” leases to restrict both
cultivation and consumption of cannabis in
rental units and in the residential complex.
Most industry leases include a long set of
“Rules and Regulations” which culminate
in a general rule allowing landlords to
implement “reasonable” rules at any time. To
ensure “reasonableness” of their Rule, most
landlords introduced a complete prohibition
on cannabis cultivation, as well as the
smoking or burning of “any substance”,
including tobacco, cannabis, vaping, etc.
A concern for landlords who implemented
prohibitions on cannabis cultivation and

”

consumption was whether the Rule would
be found to be “reasonable” and whether it
would be viewed as discriminatory.
More than a year has passed and all
indications are that the rules containing
cannabis
smoking
and
cultivation
prohibitions are effective and accepted by
the Landlord and Tenant Board (LTB). There
is also judicial authority (albeit from Quebec
Superior Court) to support the argument
that rules prohibiting smoking, even among
“sitting” residents, are reasonable and
enforceable. LTB decisions have held that
smoking itself may constitute grounds for
termination of tenancies in circumstances
where the tenant’s smoking results in
complaints from neighbouring tenants.

In addition, it is relatively easy to make
the case that the generation of either
cannabis or tobacco smoke constitute
both an annoyance and a health and safety
issue. Landlords are obliged, under the
provisions of the Residential Tenancies Act
(RTA) to comply with, among other things,
health and safety standards. The adverse
health impacts of tobacco smoke are well
documented, and as for cannabis, most
board members have no difficulty accepting
that tenants generally do not wish to have
their infants exposed to inhaling cannabis
smoke as they navigate apartment hallways.
As for cultivation, there have been no
major challenges that we are aware of at
the LTB, relative to the rule prohibiting

The new McIntosh Perry increases our disciplines, expertise and services for the benefit of you - our #1 priority.

Increased Disciplines.
Increased Expertise.
Increased Services.
Visit our new website to discover how
we can help your needs.

We’ve encountered almost every possible building-related issue.
Building Science | Condition Assessments | Project Management | Structural Engineering | Geotechnical Engineering | Environmental Services |
Asbestos and Mould Survey | Material Testing | Roof Surveys
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small LANDLORD
BIG problems
cultivation of cannabis for personal
consumption (four plants or less). The
concern for industry members has not been
the existence of household plants; rather, it
has been the use of equipment to generate
excessive heat, humidity and light which
can result in property damage and health
issues relative to the prevalence of mold
and adverse air quality in the rental unit.
For the most part, personal cultivation of
cannabis for recreational consumption has
not created operational issues and we are
not aware of successful legal challenges
to the reasonableness of the cultivation
prohibition in rental units.
Where there have been legal and
operational challenges is in the context of
“medical” cultivation and use of cannabis
but this is a problem which predated
legalization of cannabis a year ago. The
issuance of a license to grow cannabis
for medical consumption has long been
permitted; however, there is nothing in
legislation which forces landlords to accept
cannabis cultivation and consumption by

smoking in rental units. The medical license
to grow simply authorizes a person to grow
and process a set number of cannabis
plants based on a medical prescription.
The license to grow can specify a rental
unit location for cultivation but that is
based on information submitted in support
of a license by a tenant. It is still open to
a landlord to prohibit the tenant from
cultivating cannabis in a rental unit, and
where the tenant/license holder asserts
that the landlord must “accommodate”
the tenant’s cultivation for “Human Rights”
reasons, that assertion may be successfully
challenged.
Federal Cannabis Legislation does not
specify that cultivation may only occur
in a person’s principal residence and it
allows a license holder to designate both a
location and another person to cultivate on
behalf of the license holder. In balancing
the interests of the license holder and the
landlord (and by extension, the interests
of other tenants in an apartment building),
there is a strong case to be made that
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the license holder’s “human rights” are
not offended by prohibiting the cultivation
of cannabis in a rental unit. We have cases
currently at the LTB where tenants are
insisting on the right to grow up to 50 plants
in a rental unit located in a multi-residential
apartment building. There is ample evidence
to support a finding that a “grow-op” located
in a rental unit constitutes an environmental
and safety hazard, in fact in some cases
landlords have been ordered to conduct and
pay for an environmental assessment of air
quality of a rental unit even though the grow
op is being run by the tenant! As of today, we
are still awaiting completion of hearings on
the issue but it is hard to comprehend how
any Board Member of sound mind would
authorize operation of a “grow-op” in a multires building when the grow op can legally be
placed in a more appropriate location.
It is also difficult for a person with
a cannabis prescription for medical
purposes to demand a right to consume
cannabis through smoking inside a rental
unit. Even if they can produce a doctor’s
note stating that consumption must occur
through burning and smoking medical
cannabis, there is no reason why a landlord
cannot insist that the activity occur out of
doors, just as is the case with tobacco
smoking. The only exception, in our view,
is where there are “mobility issues” which
would then require accommodation of the
tenant to allow consumption in the rental
unit. Given the narrow circumstances in
which in-suite cannabis consumption can
be supported on human rights grounds, it
is our experience that the overwhelming
majority of tenants comply with the Rule
when asked to do so. We have a few cases
with adjudication pending and will provide
updates as they come available.
Bottom line? After one year it appears
that the impact of cannabis legalization
on multi-res operations has been minimal,
largely because of proactive measures
implemented by landlords to discourage
cultivation and consumption of same.
That’s good news for landlords!
Joe Hoffer is a lawyer and partner with Cohen
Highley LLP, a law firm with offices in London,
Kitchener, Chatham and Sarnia. Joe has a litigationbased practice (for 30 years) in the areas of Real
Estate, Condominium Law, Land Use Planning,
and Residential Tenancies Law (Landlords only).
He appears regularly before Provincial Boards and
Tribunals, the Superior Court of Ontario, the Ontario
Divisional Court and the Ontario Court of Appeal.
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FEATURE

MIXED-USE ASSETS

ON THE RISE
Unique valuation model required for success
BY TIM BLACKWELL

M

ixed-use
properties
are
drawing considerable interest
by investors in the multifamily
and
commercial
spaces.
Walkable communities and transit oriented
development are creating new opportunities
for not only developers but renters and
business owners as well.
Partners at Goulston & Storrs, one of the
largest retail real estate law firms in the U.S.,
say mixed-use assets are on the rise in a report
by Forbes.
New developments are springing up
combining residential with retail, office,
medical and other spaces in large urban
areas. “Mega development” towers that
blend luxury, conventional or affordable living
spaces with local retail that includes highend restaurants and theaters are dotting Los
Angeles, New York, Washington, D.C., and
other metropolises.
Residents can live, shop and dine without
leaving home with desirable ground-floor
retail and office space anchoring high-rise
apartments.
VALUATION PRACTICES ARE CHALLENGING
REAL ESTATE’S NEWEST TREND
The Urban Land Institute and National
Association of Realtors are devoting plenty of
space to what’s becoming a widely popular
investment option but say with it comes a lot

of questions. Ideas vary on how to effectively
execute a mixed-use development from
finance to development to lease to operation.
Unlike
residential
or
commercial
developments, mixed-use projects in highdensity or suburban settings are sometimes
difficult to finance and have a lot of checkboxes to determine whether they are
profitable or will fail.
One of the biggest challenges is
that valuation practices haven’t always
advanced with the asset strategy, says
RealPage Senior Vice President Damien
Georges. In a recent article published by
PERE, Georges said a single valuation won’t
capture the true worth of all the spaces
under one roof.
“In this new world of mixed uses and coworking, institutional owners must grapple
with the problem of valuing different cash flow
streams in different ways, based on how a
property is being used,” he said in the article.
“Unfortunately, one size does not fit all when it
comes to valuing a mixed-use asset.”
“This is why the majority of valuation
analysis for mixed-use portfolios currently
occurs in Microsoft Excel.”
MIXED-USE SPACE AND USAGE MUST BE
FACTORED INTO VALUATION
Georges said a common mistake by small
and large investors alike is not taking into

consideration the actual usage of each space
while trying to assign a single valuation
methodology based on the property
type. An incorrect valuation will affect the
dynamics of the lease, which ultimately
determines cash flow and investment return
on the balance sheet.
That’s just the tipping point. The wrong
valuation can have a cascading impact on
cap rates as well as benchmarking against
competitors. Ultimately, the estimation can
shake the foundation of the development.
“This could lead to incorrect assessments
of asset manager performance by owners
and investors,” Georges said.
DATA-FUELED VALUATION SOFTWARE CAN
MAKE THE RIGHT ASSESSMENT
The answer is transaction data models that are
used for determining asset valuations within
a portfolio. Property management software
tailored for asset evaluation enables the
investor or user to accurately identify the type
of space associated with a lease.
Without the proper transaction history, the
chances of implementing a successful strategy
for mixed-use development are slim to none,
Georges said.
“Managers should look for service providers
with a history of developing data management
and portfolio management solutions for
complicated investment managers.”
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ENVIRONMENT RE
Part 5 of CRBP’s six disciplines explained
BY TED WHITEHEAD AND MARK DAVID

M

embership in FRPO’s Certified
Rental
Building
Program
(CRBP) is an effective means
of maintaining a high standard
of rental-housing quality when managing
your building or working with tenants. When
prospective or existing tenants see the
familiar green CRBP logo and checkmark on
your property, they will immediately know
that they can “Rent With Confidence”.
FRPO’s CRB Program is North America’s
only multi-residential certification program.
It was founded in 2008, and now has over
1,300 multi-res buildings registered in it
from the provinces of B.C. and Ontario.
A key founding element of CRBP is its six
Standards of Practice disciplines in which
all affiliated property managers must
demonstrate compliance with to receive
official “certification” for their buildings.
In this six-part series, we previously
examined the first four Standards of Practice
32
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disciplines covering Building Operations,
Resident Operations, Human Resources,
and Financial/Risk Management. This
article will cover off the fifth discipline –
Environmental Operational Management.
DISCIPLINE 5 - ENVIRONMENTAL
OPERATIONS
As the concerns about Global Warming
and Climate Change continue to grow in
stature, so equally does the need for every
industry, and their members, to do their part
as proactive environmentally-responsible
corporate citizens. For Canada’s multi-res
industry, this has never been more important
than it is now, as all levels of government
seek to penalize (tax) those industries that
are considered major producers of carbon
emissions. Recent studies indicate that the
multi-res industry is considered to be a key
contributor to Canada’s carbon-emissions
output, contributing somewhere between

6% to 13% annually. This make us a prime
target for governments in their quest to
meet their carbon-emission targets.
However, one thing sets our industry apart
from other business sectors: largely it is not
our buildings on their own that use energy,
water, and create waste – it is the residents
living in them. In most communities across
Canada, as the growing cost of utilities and
carbon taxes are being placed on business,
multi-res has only limited opportunities to
pass those costs onto the end-user and to
modify consumer behaviour.
THE RESIDENT (CUSTOMER) EQUATION
Over the past 25 years, we have all learned
the importance of being environmentally
responsible citizens, and so has the next
generation of Canadian renters. In 2009,
a resident survey study conducted by J.D.
Power found that a property’s “green”
rating only sat at #19 in terms of importance

CERTIFIED RENTAL BUILDING UPDATE

ESPONSIBILITY
to prospective tenants. More recent
studies (i.e. from 2017) show that renters
are prioritizing “being green”, placing it
between fifth and seventh on their list of
reasons for looking at an apartment. It is fair
to say that your company’s environmental
reputation will ultimately be a key decision
maker for many prospective tenants.
CRBP’s Environmental Discipline is an
integral part of our “quality assurance”
commitment
to
provide
Canadian
renters with healthy and safe apartment
communities. We viewed this discipline
so “critical” to our industry’s sustainability
commitment that we established a separate
brand certification within CRBP called Living GREEN Together.
The Environmental discipline is based on
the two realities: 1) Conserving resources
makes good business & economic sense,
and, 2) Conserving Resources makes
environmental sense. The associated
standards of practice are pragmatic,
proactive, and participatory. The latter
focused on involving residents (tenants)
in proactive energy/water conservation
measures, and waste diversion practices.
The more we commit our residents to good
conservation practices/measures the lower

the operating costs of an apartment building
and the better it is for the environment.
The Environmental Discipline consist of
10 standards covering policy, environmental
performance areas, and education/
engagement. They include the following
and much more:

Education/Engagement
• Employee Awareness Education
• Resident Engagement Practices.

commitment to being a socially-responsible
& sustainable industry. The latter includes
demonstrating our caring for employees,
and the customers (renters) that live with us.
We call it Living GREEN Together™️ and our
means as industry to promote safe, healthy,
and greener apartment communities across
Ontario.
It makes good corporate business sense
for all professional property management
companies to be a part of CRBP
environmental discipline. At the corporate
governance level, it provides investors,
and unitholders/shareholders with greater
peace of mind that their investments are
contributing to overall social good and
environmental betterment.

At the heart of the reason why FRPO
introduced its industry CRBP certification
initiative was the need to demonstrate
our ability to self-regulate, along with our

For further information about the CRBP and how
to apply for the certification, please contact the
Federation of Rental-housing Providers of Ontario
(FRPO) – Ted Whitehead, Director of Certification, or
visit our website today at www.frpo.org.

Policy
• Documented Environmental Policy
• Environmental Preferred Purchasing
Policy
• Environmental Performance Monitoring
Environmental Performance Areas
• Electrical standards
• Water Standards
• (HVAC) Standards
• Waste Diversion Standards
• Air Quality Standards
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PROPERTY MAINTENANCE

BUILDING

MAINTENANCE

SYSTEMS
The way of the future
BY MARY NITSCHKE

I

n 1985, “Back to the Future” landed in theaters thrilling audiences with its nostalgic view of the past (1950s)
and its futuristic predictions of what lay ahead. Call me twisted, but I love the moment when Biff repeatedly
thwaps George McFly on the forehead, saying, “Hello McFly!” It’s my battle cry when I’m missing something
obvious. I imagine Biff’s fingers tapping my forehead, then I think about smart apartments, IoT, and ask
myself: what are we really missing? Eeh gads! Building Maintenance Systems (BMS).
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PROPERTY MAINTENANCE
Most of us now have a few years of experience with smart technology.
We know the value of smart thermostats, locks, lighting, and leak
detection. We’ve barked at Google Home and Alexa, begging it to
answer a question or turn something on—or at the very least, we know
someone who has told us about these experiences in detail. We’ve
been pitched on the potential savings in utilities for both resident and
owner, to better control turnover expense. While these are good things,
Biff is still tapping my forehead. “Hello Mary, what about the building?”
Consider the most recent round of construction and the focus on
sustainability and well-being. In many cases, there are expenses
that are entirely owner-paid (like house electric), which can comprise
approximately 22 percent of total utility spend. If you compare this to
the cost of turnover, which is typically less than 5 percent of total utility
spend, it looks like we have an opportunity to dream bigger.
Have you looked at your building’s systems and fixtures lately? They
are commercial-grade systems, yet the apartment industry has yet
to integrate the same management controls that the commercial real
estate industry has been using for over four decades. Yes. BMS has
already been around since the 80s.
Think about it. If you have a garage, you have a mechanical
ventilation system. If you have interior corridors, clubhouses, leasing
offices—you’re likely running commercial-grade HVAC to condition
those spaces.
What kind of IoT do you use to manage those systems? Does it really
make sense to install a highly efficient HVAC system, yet not provide
your facilities team with the tools to manage and proactively maintain it?
Fun Fact: 90 percent of buildings waste 20-50 percent of their energy.
The age of the building has no correlation to energy efficiency. It’s all
about the tools, automation, and proactive maintenance. As apartment
developers construct more and more high-density product, why are we
just thinking smart apartments? Think instead about how sexy your NOI
might look if you, instead, considered smart communities.
Think, too, about our maintenance teams and how we’ve asked them
to run 110 hurdles with their shoelaces tied together. In most instances,
the systems we install are not connected. If you have a garden-style
community with 20 buildings and each building has its own domestic
hot water system, do you think your facilities team has the time to check
the operational temperature of those systems daily? Even if there is
a remote view of the performance of say, an HVAC system, it’s likely
separated from the hot water system, garage ventilation system, pool
system, and more.
How many different systems does the maintenance team need to
monitor? Additionally, how much automation is integrated into those
systems?
I chatted with a commercial building engineer regarding his BMS
System. He loved it. He could maintain and service a building that was
15 minutes away from his desktop. I inquired what resources he would
need if he did not have a BMS system. He indicated that he would need
to increase his team size because they would be running around, less
efficient and reactive instead of proactive.
He was also concerned that without a BMS automating HVAC
temperatures that there would be an increase in events when spaces
were uncomfortable and tenants complained.
Back to our design. When we are constructing and retrofitting
to add smart apartments, we should at least acknowledge the
elephant in the room: our communities. They should be smart,
too. In many cases BMS can install on an existing asset; those
commercial buildings that have installed retroactively saw a 2-3year payback. If we are not looking at BMS when we are looking
at IoT for our communities, we’ll ultimately have Biff drumming his
finger against our forehead saying “Hello, McFly. BMS.”

VISIT US AT

CONTACT
Willy Gnat
Phone: 416-635-4832
Email: wgnat@midnorthern.com

This article originally appeared in the Journal of Utility Management
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2019 CORPORATE MEMBERS

For more information on the benefits of Corporate Membership please contact us at membership@frpo.org.

4RENT.CA
Attn: Leo Racioppo
610 Applewood Crescent, Suite 401 TF: 888-761-3313
Vaughan, ON L4K 0E3
info@4rent.ca

18 York Street, Suite 400
Toronto, ON M5H 2T8

11 Kelfield Street
Toronto, ON M9W 5A1

5650 Tomken Road, Unit 11
Mississauga, ON L4W 4P1

50 Ritin Lane Unit 4
Concord, ON L4K 4C9

18 York Street, Suite 1500
Toronto, Ontario M5J 2T8

123 Front Street West, 3rd Floor
Toronto, ON M5J 2M2

813 Longpré Street
Sherbrooke, QC J1G 5B8

75 Courtneypark Drive West, Unit 1
Mississauga, ON L5W 0E3

202 - 225 Pinebush Road
Cambridge, ON N1T 1B9

AVISON YOUNG
COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE
Attn: David Lieberman
T: 416-673-4013
david.lieberman@avisonyoung.com

BROOK RESTORATION
Attn: Pauline Grist
T: 416-663-7976
pauline@brookrestoration.ca

CERTIFIED
BUILDING SYSTEMS
T: 905-282-0728
info@certifiedbuildingsystems.ca

CITREX
Attn: Alexey Astashev
T: 800-643-6922
C: 416-877-9229
Alexey@citrex.ca

CMLS
Attn: Paula Gasparro
T: 647-729-8435
F: 416-646-1009
paula.gasparro@cmls.ca

CRAWFORD COMPLIANCE
Attn: Eric Yapp
T: 647-296-9494
eric.yapp@crawfordcompliance.ca

DEMTROYS TECHNOLOGY INC.
Attn: Jean-Sébastien Cyr
T : 819-780-4272
TF: 877-570-4272
jscyr@demtroys.com

ECOH MANAGEMENT
Attn: Tessa Compagno
T: 416-302-5211
TF: 866-231-6855
tcompagno@ecoh.ca

EFFICIENCY ENGINEERING
Attn: Scott Martin, P.Eng., CMVP
T: 519-624-9965 ext. 221
M: 519-591-5804
smartin@efficiencyengineering.com

550 Alden Road Unit 110
Markham, ON L3R 6A8

FIRETRONICS 2000 INC.
Attn: David Morris
T: 905-470-7723
davidmorris@firetronics.ca

44 Frid Street
Hamilton, ON L8N 3G3

GOTTARENT.COM
Attn: Martina Gezic
T: 888-440-2099
mgezic@gottarent.com
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ACE PAINTING & DECORATING CO. / CRANFIELD GENERAL CONTRACTING/ V&E CLEANING

39 Cranfield Road
East York, ON M4B 3H6

ACE GROUP OF COMPANIES
Attn: Frank Evangelou
T: 416-285-5388
F: 416-285-7088
mail@acegroupgta.ca

100 Wynford Drive, 3rd Floor
Toronto, ON M3C 4B4

BELL
Attn: Karina Fields
M: (416) 575-4418
O: (416) 353-7971
karina.fields@bell.ca

5255 Yonge Street, Suite 1000
Toronto, ON M2N 6P4

CANADIAN APARTMENT
Attn: Sean Foley
T: 416-512-8186 ext. 225
seanf@mediaedg@mediaedge.ca

332 Fairall Street
Ajax, ON L1S 1R6

555 Alden Road
Markham, ON L3R 3L5

One London Place
255 Queens Avenue, 11th Floor
London, ON N6A 5R8

34 Leading Road, Unit 10
Etobicoke, ON M9V 3S9

366 Westpark Crescent
Waterloo, ON N2T 3A2

CEE ELEVATOR SERVICE LTD
Attn: Valerie Osmond
T: 905-428-8300
F. 905-428-6373
val@cee-elevator.com

CITRON HYGIENE
Attn: Craig Smith
T: 800-643-6922
C: 416-843-6765
csmith@citronhygiene.com
COHEN HIGHLEY LLP
Attn: Joseph Hoffer
T: 519-672-9330
F: 519-672-5960
hoffer@cohenhighley.com

CYNERGY MECHANICAL LTD.
Attn: Gerald McCann
T: 416-749-2200
F: 877-749-2200
gmccann@cynergymechanical.ca

DIVERSO ENERGY
Attn: Jon Mesquita
T: 226-751-3790
jon@diversoenergy.com

AIRD & BERLIS LLP
Attn: Tom Halinski
T: 416-865-7767
Brookfield Place
181 Bay Street, Suite. 1800, Box 754 F: 416-863-1515
thalinski@airdberlis.com
Toronto, ON M5J 2T9

BRADA CONSTRUCTION LTD.
Attn: Toto Babic
T: 416 626-6289
25 Advance Road
Toronto, ON M8Z 2S6

169 City View Drive
Toronto, ON M9W 5B1

17 Haas Road
Toronto, ON M9W 3A1

100 Sheppard Ave., E., Suite 300
Toronto, ON M2N 6Z1

301 Matheson Boulevard West
Mississauga, ON L5R 3G3

947 Verbena Road
Mississauga, ON L5T 1T5

8200 Keele Street
Concord, ON L4K 2A5

EDGE GROUP LTD
Attn: Frank Di Giacomi
T: 905-850-2332 ext. 102
17 Ogilvie Street
Dundas, ON L9H 6V3

155 Regina Road #4
Vaughan, ON L4L 8L9

500 Consumers Road
Toronto, ON M2J 1P8

100 University Avenue
North Tower, Suite 700
Toronto, ON M5J 1V6

201 – 460 Main Street
Winnipeg, MB R3B 1B6

ENBRIDGE GAS
DISTRIBUTION INC.
Attn: Chris Hamilton
T: 416-495-6990
F: 416-495-6047
chris.hamilton@enbridge.com
FIRST NATIONAL
FINANCIAL CORP.
Attn: Aaron Cameron
T: 416-597-7681
F: 416-593-1900
aaron.cameron@firstnational.ca

GRYD
T: 866-343-GRYD
info@gryd.com

8133 Warden Avenue, Suite 601
Markham, ON L6G 1B3

CANMAR CONTRACTING
LIMITED
Attn: Mark Lecce
T: 416-674-8791
F: 416-674-7956
markl@canmarcontracting.com

C.H.A.M.P ENGINEERING
LIMITED
Attn: Frank Lippa
T: 416-741-2222
frankl@champeng.com

CMHC ONTARIO
BUSINESS CENTRE
Attn: Graeme Huycke
T: 416-250-2705
F: 416-250-3204
ghuycke@cmhc.ca
COINAMATIC CANADA INC.
Attn: Don Neufeld
T: 905-755-1946
F: 905-755-8885
dneufeld@coinamatic.com

DELTA ELEVATOR CO. LTD.
Attn: Jeff Righton
T: 905-828-4423
F: 519-745-7587
jrighton@delta-elevator.com

DULUX PAINTS
Attn: Martin Wolf
C: 416-523-0923
martin.wolf@ppg.com

EDISON ENGINEERS INC
Attn: Jason Truman
T: 866-397-2506
info@edisonengineers.ca

ENERCARE
Attn: Ephram Spiegelman
T: 877-513-5133
metersale@enercare.ca

100 Bridgeland Avenue
Toronto, ON M6A 1Z4

FLOORING LIQUIDATORS
Attn: Simon Youssef
T: 416-822-9513
simon@flooringliquidators.ca

1 Concorde Gate, Suite 900
Toronto, ON M3C 4H9

HOME DEPOT CANADA
Attn: Michael Lirangi
T: 416-571-8940
MICHAEL_LIRANGI@homedepot.com

HORIZON

C O N N E C T

C O N S T R U C T I O N

43 McCormack Street
Toronto, ON M6N 1X8

HORIZON CONNECT
CONSTRUCTION
Attn: Yaz Yadegari
C: 416-917-8464
T: 416-745-8555
F: 416-745-5558
yaz@horizoncc.ca

HD SUPPLY CANADA INC.
TF: 800-782-0557
70 Carson Street
Etobicoke, ON M8W 4Z6

INFORMA EXHIBITIONS
T: 416-512-3809
500 King St. West
Toronto, ON M5V 1L9

10 Alcorn Avenue, Suite 100
Toronto, ON M4V 3A9

2001 Albion Road, Unit 22
Etobicoke, ON M9W 6V6

LINCOLN CONSTRUCTION
GROUP
Attn: Anthony Taylor
T: 416-771-9483
anthony@lincolngroup.ca

200 King Street West, Suite 400
Toronto, ON M5H 3T4

MCAP FINANCIAL
CORPORATION
Attn: Leo St. Germain
T: 416-847-3870
C: 416-624-9424

145 Heart Lake Road South
Brampton, ON L6W 3K3

METRO COMPACTOR SERVICE
Attn: Yivgeni Matoussov
T: 416-743-8484 ext.141
F: 416-740-8687
yivgeni@metrogroupcan.com

CONSTRUCTION GROUP

2816 Bristol Cir.
Oakville, ON L6H 5S7

MOEN
Attn: Michael Hicks
T: 905-829-6197
michael.hicks@moen.com

233 Evans Avenue, Suite 201
Etobicoke, ON M8Z 1J6

6240 Highway 7, Suite 200
Woodbridge, ON L4H 4G3

14 Ronson Drive
Toronto, ON M9W 1B2

158 Don Hillock Drive, Unit 3
Aurora, ON L4G 0G9

R

610 Applewood Crescent #401
Vaughan, ON L4K 4B4

65 Woodstream Boulevard, Unit 12
Vaughan, ON L4L 7X6

90-100 Floral Parkway
North York, ON M6L 2C6

NEXTHOME
Attn: Jacky Hill
T: 416-721-5080
jacky@nexthome.ca

PAC BUILDING GROUP
Attn: David Petrozza, Director
T: 905-605-4722
david@pacbuildinggroup.com

PRECISE PARKLINK
Attn: Suzanne Mooney
T: 416-398-4052 ext. 316
smooney@precisebi.com

80 Citizen Court, Unit 11
Markham, ON L6G 1A7

QUALITY ALLIED ELEVATOR
Attn: Philip Staite
T: 905-305-0195
pstaite@qaelevator.ca

200 Yorkland Boulevard
Toronto, ON M2J 5C1

SIMPLY GROUP
OF COMPANIES
Attn: Michael Spence
T: 647-969-0243
mike.spence@mysimplyled.com

Unit: 3, 2410 Dunwin Drive
Mississauga, ON L5L 1J9

SKY CONTRACTING INC
Attn: Durdana Maqbool
T: 905-820-5500
E: durdanam@skycontractinginc.com

944 South Service Road
Stony Creek, ON L8E 6A2

219 Dufferin Street,Unit 6C
Toronto, ON M6K 1Y9

1465 Pickering Parkway, Suite 100
Pickering, ON L1V 7G7

855 York Mills Road
Toronto, ON M3B 1Z1

24 Carlaw Avenue
Toronto, ON M4M 2R7

66 Leek Cres.
Richmond Hill, ON L4B 1H1

6500 Silver Dart Drive, Unit 228A
Mississauga, ON L5P 1A2

KIJIJI FOR BUSINESS
Attn: Lionel Romain
T: 844-387-2445
realestate@kijiji.ca

LUMENIX
T: 855-586-3649
info@lumenix.ca

LENNARD COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE

201-60 Columbia Way
Markham, ON L3R 0C9

20 Mural Street, Unit 1B
Richmond Hill, ON L4B 1K3

MCINTOSH PERRY
Attn: Greg Devine
T: 905-856-5200
g.devine@mcintoshperry.com

METRO JET WASH
CORPORATION
Attn: Brian DeCarli
T: 416-741-3999
F: 416-741-9088
brian@metrojetwash.ca

MULTILOGIC ENERGY
SOLUTIONS INC.
Attn: Lucy Fialho
T: 905-727-2001
lfialho@multilogicenergy.com

NORSTAR WINDOWS
& DOORS LTD.
Attn: John Vacca
T: 905-643-9333
F: 905-643-3633
jvacca@norstarwindows.com

21 Signal Hill Avenue, Unit 2
Toronto, ON M9W 6V8

4250 Dufferin Street
North York, ON M3H 5W4

91 Pippin Road
Concord, ON L4K 4J9

X
G

40 Bethridge Road
Etobicoke, ON M9W 1N1

PEERLESS CONTRACT
Attn: Jerry Lukawski
T: 416-579-7016
jlukawsk@peerlesscontract.com

94 Church Street
St. Catharines, ON L2R 3C8

PRIORITY SUBMETERING
SOLUTIONS INC.
Attn: Andrew Beacom
T: 866-836-3837 ext. 2
andrewB@prioritymeter.com

Commerce Court West
199 Bay Street, Suite 4900
P.O. Box 373
Toronto, ON M5L 1G2

ROGERS
COMMUNICATIONS INC.
Attn: Greg Stokes
T: 416-446-7014
F: 416-446-7416

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO.
Attn: Alexandra Anka
T: 416-428-2018
swrep6993@sherwin.com

SOLID GENERAL
CONTRACTORS INC.
Attn: Amanda Cabral
T: 905-475-0707
amanda@solidgc.ca

Students.com

1984 Yonge Street
Toronto, ON M4S 1Z7

50 Kenview Boulevard
Brampton, ON L6T 5S8

100 Courtland Avenue
Concord, ON L4K 3T6

ICS FACILITY SERVICES
Attn: Ron Boyko
T: 416-402-5497
ron@i-c-solutions.ca

LENNARD COMMERCIAL
REALTY, BROKERAGE
Attn: Ramona Ursu
T: 416-520-3988
F: 905-752-2224
ramona@lennard.com
MAJOR AIR SYSTEMS LTD.
Attn: Maria Perone
T: 647-628-2665
mperone@majorairsystems.com

MC MECHANICAL SERVICES INC.
Attn: Marcel Pharand
T:416-679-8999
mpharand@mcmechanical.ca

MIDNORTHERN APPLIANCE
Attn: Willy Gnat
T: 416-635-4832
F: 416-635-4798
wgnat@midnorthern.com
MULTITECH CONTRACTING
2000 INC.
Attn: Carlos Lopes
T: 905-660-2353
TF: 888-660-2353
sales@multitech2000.com
NORTEX ROOFING LTD.
Attn: Mark Dovale
T: 416-236-6090
F: 416-236-6091
markr@nortexroofing.com

PLACES4STUDENTS.COM
Attn: Laurie Snure
T: 866-766-0767 ext. 102
F: 905-346-0859
laurie@places4students.com
QUADREAL PROPERTY
GROUP
Attn: Dean Holmes
T: 416-673-7588
dean.holmes@quadreal.com

SCHWARZ LAW LLP
Attn: Jayson Schwarz LLM
T: 416-486-2040 ext. 223
F: 416-486-3325
TF: 888-609-8888
schwarz@schwarzlaw.ca

SHNIER GESCO LP
Attn: Jamie Crowther
T: 905-789-3707
jcrowther@gesco.ca

SPARKLE SOLUTIONS
Attn: Maria Mascall
T: 416-671-1916
F: 905-660-2268
maria@sparklesolutions.ca
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300-675 Cochrane Drive, West Tower
Markham, ON L3R 0B8

36 Kelfield Street
Toronto, ON M9W 5A2

1900 Derry Road East
Mississauga, ON L5S 1Y6

STANTEC
CONSULTING LIMITED
Attn: Martin Ling
C: 416-435-1860
T: 905-415-6386
F: 905-474-9889
martin.ling@stantec.com

2550 Victoria Park Avenue, Suite 602
Toronto, Ontario M2J 5A9

TAC MECHANICAL INC.
Attn: Patrick Carbone
T: 416-798-8400
F: 416-798-8402
patrick@tacmechanical.com

TD COMMERCIAL
MORTGAGE GROUP
66 Wellington Street W., 39th Floor Attn: Alex Rukin
Toronto, ON M5K 1A2
T: 416-983-5819
F: 416-944-6650
alex.rukin@td.com

TORLYS SMART FLOORS INC.
Attn: Craig Street
T: 416-882-3769
craig.street@torlys.com

WATER MATRIX INC.
T: 905-850-9100
sales@watermatrix.com
555 Hanlan Road, Suite 1
Vaughan, ON L4L 4R8

Commercial • Residential • Industrial • Hospitality

100 Wilkinson Road, Unit 16-18
Brampton, ON L6T 4Y9

2019 ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

Montreal

•

Ottawa

•

Toronto

•

Edmonton

ZGEMI INC.
Attn: Yusuf Yenilmez
T: 905-454-0111
F: 905-454 0121
info@zgemi.com

ADVERTISING & PUBLISHING SERVICES
4rent.ca
Canadian Apartment
CMG Toronto
Gatemaster Inc. - Vroomsi
gottarent.com
Gryd
Kijiji For Business
Magneto Design
National Efficiency Systems
Places4Students.com
Rent Board of Canada
Rental Housing Business (RHB Magazine)
Rentals.ca
NEXTHOME
APPLIANCES • LAUNDRY SERVICES
Coinamatic Canada Inc.
Midnorthern Appliance
River Rock Laundry
Sparkle Solutions
APPRAISERS MARKET ANALYSIS & RESEARCH
Altus Group
Veritas Valuation Inc.
ASSESSMENT AGENCY
Municipal Property Assessment Corp.
Neutral Contracting Group
BUILDING ENVELOPE, ENVIRONMENTAL &
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
CHAMP Engineering
Edison Engineers
Kaj Designs
Mann Engineering Ltd.
Maritime-Ontario Environmental Inc.
Momentus Engineering Management INC.
Palmark Construction
Pretium Anderson
Rikos Engineering Ltd.
Sense Engineering (GTA) Ltd.
Stephenson Engineering Limited
Synergy Partners Consulting
Watershed Technologies Inc
WSP
Wynspec Engineering
CABLE • SATELLITE • TELECOM
Bell Canada
Rogers Communications Inc.
Secure Tech Alarm Systems Inc.
Shaw Direct Satellite TV
CONSULTING
Altus Group Ltd.
FWT Consulting
JDR Canada Inc.
Parcel Pending
Stantec Consulting Ltd.
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72 Corstate Avenue
Vaughan, ON L4K 4X2

TORQUE BUILDERS INC.
Attn: Ron Buffa
T: 905-660-3334 ext. 341
F: 905-761-9841
rbuffa@torquebuilders.com

2100 Matheson Boulevard East
Suite 201
Mississauga, ON L4W 5E1

WYSE METER
SOLUTIONS INC.
Attn: Peter Mills
T: 416-709-0079
F: 416-869-3004
pmills@wysemeter.com

323 Dundas Street East
Waterdown, ON L0R 2H0

ELEVATOR MAINTENANCE & REPAIR
Delta Elevator Co. Ltd.
Quality Allied Elevators
ENERGY SERVICES
Demtroys Technology Inc.
Diverso Energy
ECNG Energy L.P.
Enbridge Gas Distribution
EnerCare
InLight LED Solutions
Innovative Solar Power
KG Group
Kontrol Energy Corp
Lumenix
Metrosphere Light Corp
MultiLogic Energy Solutions Inc.
Nerva Energy
Novitherm Canada Inc.
Priority Submetering Solutions Inc.
SImply LED
Union Gas Ltd.
Watershed Technologies Inc
Whitby Hydro Energy Services Corporation
Wyse Meter Solutions Inc.
Yardi Canada Ltd.
FINANCES & MORTGAGE SERVICES
Atrium Mortgage Investment Corporation
CMHC
First National Financial Corp.
MCAP Financial Corporation
Murray & Company Limited
Peoples Trust Company
TD Commercial Mortgage Group
FIRE SAFETY SERVICES
Accurate Fire Protection & Security
Firetronics 2000 Inc.
INSURANCE
Crawford Compliance
LAWPRO
Zipsure.ca & A.P. Reid Insurance Ltd.
LEASING PROFESSIONALS
Bonnie Hoy & Associates
Sheryl Erenberg & Associates
LEGAL SERVICES • RENT CONTROL • PROPERTY TAX
Aird & Berlis LLP
Altus Group Ltd.
Cohen Highley LLP
Debra Fine Barrister & Solicitor
Dharsee Professional Corp
Dickie & Lyman Lawyers LLP
Gardiner Roberts LLP
Horlick Levitt Di Lella LLP
Landlord Legal Paralegal PC
Schwarz Law LLP
Zarnett Law Professional Corporation
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STEPHENSON
ENGINEERING LIMITED
Attn: Mohsen Mansouri P.Eng., LEED AP
T: 416-635-9970 ext. 222
C: 647-923-2481
F: 416-635-9985

25 Sheppard Avenue West #300
North York, ON M2N 6S6

511 Edgeley Boulevard, Unit 2
Vaughan, ON L4K 4G4

777 Bay Street, Suite 2901
Toronto, ON M5G 2C8

5925 Airport Road, Suite 605
Mississauga, ON L4V 1W1

SUITESPOT TECHNOLOGY
Attn: Elik Jaeger
T: 647-797-1997
elik.jaeger@suitespottechnology.com

THE BYNG GROUP
Attn: Frank Settino
T: 855-873-2964
F: 905-660-9229

UNION GAS LTD.
Attn: Joe Meriano
T: 416-496-5318
jmmeriano@uniongas.com

YARDI CANADA LTD.
Attn: Peter Altobelli
T: 888-569-2734, ext. 7211
F: 905-362-0939
sales@yardi.com

ZIPSURE.CA & A.P. REID
INSURANCE LTD.
Attn: Stephanie Barrett
T: 844-856-9876
sbarrett@zipsure.ca

PARKING
Edge Group Ltd.
Epic Parking Control Services Inc.
Precise ParkLink
Rover Parking
PEST MANAGEMENT
Bed Bug Authority
Citron Hygiene
Orkin Canada
Pest Control Plus
Terminix Canada
PROPERTY MAINTENANCE • CONSTRUCTION &
REPAIR • SUPPLIES
Absolute Ventilation Inc.
Ace Group of Companies
All Professional Trades Services Inc.
Altona Renovation Ltd.
Brada Construction Ltd.
Brook Restoration
The Byng Group
CanMar Contracting Limited
CDM Distribution Inc. - 4 Corners
Certified Building Systems
The Certified Group
Conterra Restoration Ltd.
Cranfield General Contracting
Cynergy Mechanical Ltd.
Direct Property Services
DBS Air
Dulux Paints
Edge Group Ltd.
Home Depot Canada
Forest Contractors Ltd.
HCS Contracting
HD Supply Canada
H&S Building Supplies Ltd.
ICS Facility Services
Intact Renovations & Contracting Inc.
IronClad Flooring & Renovations Inc.
LEaC Shield Ltd.
Lincoln Construction Group
Major Air Systems
Maxim Group General Contracting
Modern Pro Contracting
Moen
Multitech Contracting 2000 Inc.
Neutral Contracting Group Inc.
New-Can Group Inc.
Norstar Windows and Doors Ltd.
Ontree
PAC Building Group
Pascoal Painting & Decorating Inc.
PCM Inc.
Peerless Contract
Platek
Pure MG
Roma Restoration
Sherwin-Williams Co.
Shnier Gesco LP

Sky Contracting Inc.
Solid General Contractors Inc.
Tac Mechanical Inc.
TORLYS Smart Floors Inc
Trace Electric
Traffix Inc.
Water Matrix Inc
ZGemi Inc.
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
Reed Water
Yardi Systems Inc.
REAL ESTATE
Avison Young Commercial Real Estate
CB Richard Ellis
Colliers International London Ontario
Colliers International Toronto Ontario
Lennard Commercial Realty, Brokerage
Primecorp Commercial Realty Inc.
QuadReal Property Group
Skyview Realty Ltd.
Stonecap Realty Partners Inc.
Sutton Group-Admiral Inc.
SVN Rock Advisors Inc.
Woburn Group
RENT PAYMENTS
Payquad Solutions
RENTAL HISTORY • TENANT CREDIT RECORDING
• COLLECTIONS
Canadian Credit Protection Corp.
Gatemaster Inc. - TenChek
Locnest Holding Inc.
Naborly
Rent Check Credit Bureau
TENANT SERVICES
Canadian Tenant Inspection Services Ltd.
UR Concierge Services Inc.
TRAINING & EDUCATION
Informa Exhibitions
PSN - Performance Solutions Network
Smoke-free Housing Ontario
Taeus Group Inc.
WASTE MANAGEMENT
Waste Management of Canada Corp.

WEBSITE SERVICES

Landlord Web Solutions

Affordable Housing Conservation Program

Comfy living
for tenants.
Comfy energy
bills for you.

Visit
uniongas.com/
affordablehousing
to learn more

We’ll cover up to 50% of the cost when you
upgrade to high-efficiency equipment
The Affordable Housing Conservation Program
provides financial incentives for high-efficiency
space and water heating equipment, heat recovery,
building automation systems and more.

uniongas.com/affordablehousing

How do you increase marketing ROI?
Attract more prospects, convert more leads and retain more residents
with the RENTCafé Suite, a powerful marketing, leasing and resident
services platform with innovative property marketing features,
automated lead tracking and management tools, contact center
resources and advanced search marketing services.

A single
connected
solution for
multifamily
marketing
management

888.569.2734
Yardi.com/Marketing
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